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Introduction

● Authors discuss if nuclear weapons offer advantages in international crisis bargaining. 
○ They distinguish between nuclear arms as an instrument of compellence not as a deterrent 

○ Focus on compellence

■ Getting concessions from target country

● Sescher and Fuhrmann  argue that nuclear weapons do not make good compellents
○ Nuclear Arms only destroy and cannot seize disputed territory or resources 

○ The international backlash would be huge and not worth it if a country used a nuclear bomb for something other 

than self defense. 



Hypotheses 1A & 1B

H1A: Compellent threats from nuclear states are more likely to succeed, on average, than compellent threats 

from nonnuclear states.

H1B: Compellent threats from nuclear states are more likely to succeed, on average, than compellent threats 

from nonnuclear states only if they are issued against nonnuclear states. 



Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2: Compellent threats from nuclear states are no more effective, on average, than threats from 

nonnuclear states. 



Research Design

● Militarized Compellent Threats (MCT) Data Set
○ 242 Challenger-target dyads 

○ Contains compellent threats where nuclear arms were and were not a threat

○ Threat is verbal or nonverbal i.e. troop mobilization 

● Variables
■ Nuclear possession of both challenger and target

○ Control Variariables 

■ Capability Ratio- Conventional military capabilities

■ Stakes- High Stakes i.e. territory or leadership vs Low Stakes everything else

■ Resolve- threat credibility

■ History Dispute- how often have the countries had conflict in past





Conclusion

● Nuclear arms do not serve as a tool for compellence

● Military resolve is a better explanation

● Nuclear and nonnuclear states get concessions at similar rates

● Countries like Iran would not be able to coerce more than now



Criticisms

● Limitations listed by authors
○ Intrawar applications 

● ICB vs MID

● Low confidence interval
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Weapons
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Introduction 

Sagan contrasts Rational Deterrence Theory and Organization Theory

● Rational Deterrence
○ No preventative war while a country develops a weapon

○ Second Strike ability

○ Nuclear weapons not prone to accidental or unauthorized use

● Organization
○ Individuals inside may have incomplete information 

○ Individuals have different goals



Introduction

● Sagan rejects rational nuclear deterrence theory 
○ Military and political leaders lack competence to uphold rational nuclear deterrence

○ Non-civilian run governments cannot uphold rational nuclear deterrence because their interests are different 

from that of the state



Preventative War 

Sagan claims that leaders might not come to the conclusion that preventative warfare is irrational

● Preventative war was an option during Korean War and while USSR was developing arms

● Pakistan’s military has parochial goals and large influence over the government

● Situation in Ukraine is novel. What would be rational if Ukraine had seized the Nuclear weapons

● Civilians will not be incontrol of all proliferating states and militaries have a preventative war bias



Second Strike Capability

Sagan criticizes the view that countries can achieve rational deterrence quickly

● The US and USSR believed large numbers of nuclear weapons were necessary to maintain deterrence
○ US and USSR being rational actors is not consistent with a small number of nuclear weapons being sufficient

● Competing views and resources within an organization could cause large arsenals with little security
○ US and China as cases  



Arsenals safe from accidental or 
unauthorized use
Sagan dismisses that organizations always are very protective around unwanted usage or accidents

● High risk organizations have accidents all the time
○ Oil companies, nuclear plants, etc.

● Competing interests can make unwise decisions for personal gain
○ Overproduction, redundancy, blaming someone instead of fixing expensive system

■ Numerous near accidents that were not fixed during cold war 



New nuclear states may face more risk for 
accidents

● Some potential states like Iraq lack resources for minimal safety mechanisms

● Nuclear production is done clandestinely meaning more military control and less public debate on 

safety

● New states likely to be more militarized meaning the are less casualty conscious 

● There is less time to determine threats than in the past because of ICBMs

● States that inherit nuclear weapons may not have the same safeguards because they did not put them 

in place during development

● New proliferents may experience social unrest adding to the possibility of unauthorized use



Conclusion & Criticisms

● States cannot always be rational actors due to organizational biases

● What is rational can sometimes be objective

● Lack of empirical evidence

● Are we less or more safe today


